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Below you will find the top 5 reasons to buy CorelDRAW Graphics Suite 2018

1. Comprehensive
Empower your creativity with the professional applications and tools included in
CorelDRAW® Graphics Suite 2018. Whether you?re a graphics expert, a first-time user or a design enthusiast, the
suite offers an exceptional design experience forgraphics, layout, illustration, tracing, photo editing, web images,
print projects, art, typography and more. With powerhouse applications like CorelDRAW 2018, Corel®
PHOTO-PAINT® 2018 and Corel Font Manager? 2018, plus the addition of Corel® AfterShot® 3 HDR for easy
photo corrections and enhancements, you?ll have everything you need to design with confidence and achieve
stunning results.

2. Creative
Engage in your passion and explore versatile features to express your unique style and delight your audience. With
special vector and photo-editing effects, flexible page layout and custom-built color harmonies tools, you will have
all the essentials to unleash your creative potential. Take advantage of the powerful new Symmetry drawing mode
to create symmetrical designs in real time, from simple drawings to stunningly complex kaleidoscopic objects. Try
the new Block Shadow tool to add solid vector shadows and achieve clean, simple 3D effects in less time.
Take a journey to true creative freedom with CorelDRAW Graphics Suite 2018 and transform your ideas into
reality.

3. Productive
Design with incredible efficiency thanks to customizable time-saving shortcuts, an intuitive user interface and
automatic features which simplify labor-intensive tasks. With industry-leading file format compatibility, faster
processing and advanced color management tools, you will achieve unsurpassed productivity. Explore new,
valuable additions like the automatic alignment and straighten feature to rotate crooked images interactively, and
the automatic perspective
correction to intelligently adjust photo perspective. Whether you?re designing logos, flyers, web graphics, signs,
car wraps or something completely new, we?ve
got you covered!

4. Innovative
Do so much more with cutting-edge technology in every facet of CorelDRAW Graphics Suite 2018. Inspired by our
users, we continue to fine-tune our features and develop state-of- the-art tools. Capture your ideas whenever and
wherever creativity strikes with our unique and enhanced LiveSketch? drawing tool that uses the power of artificial
intelligence to make drawing on a computer as easy as sketching with pen and paper. In addition, save time with a
quick and direct
upload to WordPress. With support for the latest Windows technologies and today?s leading edge hardware, we
focus on the best of today and tomorrow, so you can focus on design.

5. User-friendly
Feel right at home with a tailor-made user interface and unmatched customization capabilities that reflect your
unique workflow. With the redesigned Welcome Screen, get a jump start on workspace options, information about
new features, and online learning resources, as well as design assets, fonts, apps, and plug-ins. Plus, find inspiration
in the stunning gallery of original artwork created in CorelDRAW Graphics Suite. For every step of your design
journey, we offer high-
quality images and photos, versatile templates and frames, training videos,
tutorials, and more.
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